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kral really thought of everything with the breaker giving you a compact powerful and accurate rifle at a cost that is very pocket friendly kral arms puncher breaker silent synthetic
sidelever air rifle includes 2 magazines single shot tray in the 177 and 22 only and fill probe breaker caliber 4 5 mm 177cal 5 5 mm 22cal 6 35 mm 25cal velocity 900 fps 20 5 joules 900
fps 44 joules 820 fps 51 5 joules barrel length 21 53 5 cm total length 28 7 73 cm number of shots per fill 4 5mm 98 shots 5 5mm 84 shots 6 35mm 70 shots set in a beautiful turkish
hardwood stock the breaker is as good looking as it is shooting at its heart is a side charging action a 280 cc air tube and a 2 stage adjustable trigger this unique rifle is both practical
and attractive and is sure to turn a few heads at the range the breaker retains the same barrel shroud and action as the standard rifle puncher however the air tank has been shortened
to 280 cc s in order to decrease size and weight i ve had my puncher breaker 25 for a couple yrs now and it s still my favorite one to shoot it s extremely accurate frequent same hole
shots accurate it s very compact lightweight and the shot count is great i keep it around half power most of the time and get at least 40 good shots based on the full size puncher pcp
the puncher breaker is a bullpup version of an already impressive airgun platform pcp air rifle kral arms puncher breaker walnut silent the puncher breaker w model is equipped with an
integrated cheekpiece the manufacturer used turkey walnut wood to create a beautiful and quality stock puncher s trigger guard is made of plastic trigger is made of metal and is
adjustable kidding aside the puncher breaker silent synthetic is a bullpup with a sidelever action a walnut stock is also available for more money i tested the full length kral puncher pro
for you last year and the action of this rifle is not much different however the rest of this bullpup differs quite a bit based on the full size puncher pcp the puncher breaker is a bullpup
version of an already impressive airgun platform quiet yet powerful the 177 kral arms puncher breaker silent delivers 18 ft lbs at 1100 fps the best air rifle for discreet backyard hunters
in the blue corner weighing in at 7 5 lbs also hailing from turkey is the kral puncher breaker silent this rifle is a bit of a newcomer for us but has already shown some promise as being a
great rifle the kral puncher breaker silent marine is a side lever action pcp bullpup repeater with multi round rotating magazine clip original box 3 magazine clips and fill probe included
this gun is between 90 to 95 original condition this is part i of the grip review featuring the kral arms puncher breaker silent marine bullpup pcp in 25 caliber it also come in 177 and 22
but i prefer the 25 this is my very first airgun from kral arms and i m excited gets 36 shots on full power at 30 fpe mine likes 18 1g jsb pellets running 850 fps accuracy is 1 2 3 4 of an
inch for 12 shots at 25 yards this gun is loud and the silent in the title is misleading unless you have a big piece of property this rifle will disturb neighbors walnut elegance meets silent
power in the 177 kral arms puncher breaker with 18 ft lbs at 1100 fps it s the best air rifle for stealth hunting puncher breaker silent calibre 4 5 mm 5 5 mm 6 35 mm maximum muzzle
velocity 4 5 mm rws 7 grain 1250 fps 31 j 5 5 mm jsb 18 13 grain 1050 fps 50 j read customer reviews on puncher breaker silent marine sidelever pcp air rifle kral puncher breaker 22
air rifle accuracy test 50 100 yards full review pcp airgun this video is a review setup and maintenance guide for the kral puncher breaker 22 pcp air the 25 kral arms puncher breaker
silent s 32 ft lbs at 825 fps is perfect for mid sized game making it the best air rifle for silent precision someone who punches hits forcefully with their fists in a particular kind of way
especially in the sport of boxing she has quick hands and is an accurate puncher he was one of the most fearsome punchers i had ever seen in a boxing ring more examples fewer
examples



kral puncher breaker silent synthetic airgun depot May 18 2024 kral really thought of everything with the breaker giving you a compact powerful and accurate rifle at a cost that
is very pocket friendly kral arms puncher breaker silent synthetic sidelever air rifle includes 2 magazines single shot tray in the 177 and 22 only and fill probe
breaker puncher pcp air rifles kral arms Apr 17 2024 breaker caliber 4 5 mm 177cal 5 5 mm 22cal 6 35 mm 25cal velocity 900 fps 20 5 joules 900 fps 44 joules 820 fps 51 5 joules
barrel length 21 53 5 cm total length 28 7 73 cm number of shots per fill 4 5mm 98 shots 5 5mm 84 shots 6 35mm 70 shots
kral puncher breaker silent walnut airgun depot Mar 16 2024 set in a beautiful turkish hardwood stock the breaker is as good looking as it is shooting at its heart is a side charging action
a 280 cc air tube and a 2 stage adjustable trigger
kral puncher breaker silent marine airgun depot Feb 15 2024 this unique rifle is both practical and attractive and is sure to turn a few heads at the range the breaker retains the
same barrel shroud and action as the standard rifle puncher however the air tank has been shortened to 280 cc s in order to decrease size and weight
kral arms puncher breaker silent reviews pyramyd air Jan 14 2024 i ve had my puncher breaker 25 for a couple yrs now and it s still my favorite one to shoot it s extremely accurate
frequent same hole shots accurate it s very compact lightweight and the shot count is great i keep it around half power most of the time and get at least 40 good shots
kral arms puncher breaker silent youtube Dec 13 2023 based on the full size puncher pcp the puncher breaker is a bullpup version of an already impressive airgun platform
pcp air rifle kral arms puncher breaker walnut silent Nov 12 2023 pcp air rifle kral arms puncher breaker walnut silent the puncher breaker w model is equipped with an
integrated cheekpiece the manufacturer used turkey walnut wood to create a beautiful and quality stock puncher s trigger guard is made of plastic trigger is made of metal and is
adjustable
kral puncher breaker silent synthetic 177 pcp repeater part 1 Oct 11 2023 kidding aside the puncher breaker silent synthetic is a bullpup with a sidelever action a walnut stock is
also available for more money i tested the full length kral puncher pro for you last year and the action of this rifle is not much different however the rest of this bullpup differs quite a bit
video kral arms puncher breaker silent pyramyd air Sep 10 2023 based on the full size puncher pcp the puncher breaker is a bullpup version of an already impressive airgun platform
kral arms puncher breaker silent pcp pellet rifle synthetic Aug 09 2023 quiet yet powerful the 177 kral arms puncher breaker silent delivers 18 ft lbs at 1100 fps the best air rifle for
discreet backyard hunters
head to head kral puncher breaker silent vs hatsan bullboss Jul 08 2023 in the blue corner weighing in at 7 5 lbs also hailing from turkey is the kral puncher breaker silent this
rifle is a bit of a newcomer for us but has already shown some promise as being a great rifle
kral puncher breaker silent marine baker airguns Jun 07 2023 the kral puncher breaker silent marine is a side lever action pcp bullpup repeater with multi round rotating magazine
clip original box 3 magazine clips and fill probe included this gun is between 90 to 95 original condition
the kral arms puncher breaker silent marine 25 cal pcp pt i May 06 2023 this is part i of the grip review featuring the kral arms puncher breaker silent marine bullpup pcp in 25
caliber it also come in 177 and 22 but i prefer the 25 this is my very first airgun from kral arms and i m excited
kral arms walnut puncher breaker reviews pyramyd air Apr 05 2023 gets 36 shots on full power at 30 fpe mine likes 18 1g jsb pellets running 850 fps accuracy is 1 2 3 4 of an
inch for 12 shots at 25 yards this gun is loud and the silent in the title is misleading unless you have a big piece of property this rifle will disturb neighbors
kral arms puncher breaker silent pcp pellet rifle walnut Mar 04 2023 walnut elegance meets silent power in the 177 kral arms puncher breaker with 18 ft lbs at 1100 fps it s the
best air rifle for stealth hunting
pcp air rifle puncher breaker silent ammoterra Feb 03 2023 puncher breaker silent calibre 4 5 mm 5 5 mm 6 35 mm maximum muzzle velocity 4 5 mm rws 7 grain 1250 fps 31 j 5 5 mm
jsb 18 13 grain 1050 fps 50 j
customer reviews for kral arms puncher breaker pyramyd air Jan 02 2023 read customer reviews on puncher breaker silent marine sidelever pcp air rifle
kral puncher breaker 22 air rifle accuracy test youtube Dec 01 2022 kral puncher breaker 22 air rifle accuracy test 50 100 yards full review pcp airgun this video is a review setup and
maintenance guide for the kral puncher breaker 22 pcp air
kral arms puncher breaker silent pcp pellet rifle synthetic Oct 31 2022 the 25 kral arms puncher breaker silent s 32 ft lbs at 825 fps is perfect for mid sized game making it the
best air rifle for silent precision
puncher english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 29 2022 someone who punches hits forcefully with their fists in a particular kind of way especially in the sport of boxing she has
quick hands and is an accurate puncher he was one of the most fearsome punchers i had ever seen in a boxing ring more examples fewer examples
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